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Sports players retro shoes jointly still, Solebox x ASICS GEL-Lyte III
2012-02-16 10:18:28 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: solecollector] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes Network February 16 hearing, ASICS In recent years, the performance of more and more active, not only often the
joint cooperation for their own money to create a momentum, a strong return to retro running shoes and more momentum camp .
Recently, we saw the ASICS cooperation with Solebox GEL-Lyte III, before he followed the mainly black color style, with bright blue
embellishment, it did not give people the feeling of boredom, great design sense of the tongue This series is always a sign, not only
can improve comfort during exercise and more will be added as a retro shoe something new, and started as a professional shoe
brand ASICS, the comfort of nature can get enough assurance. The reason can be retro shoes in the limelight in recent years, it is
due to other trends and movements in the comfort of its own unique advantages, but this pair of ASICS joint cooperation models will
also take that momentum so many people like The! 

Related news
Then on sale earlier this month, a joint series of autumn and winter 2013, the Belgian fashion designer Raf Simons and adidas
Earlier in new work again and again, and on the basis of "shoe-in-shoe" and other unique design of the original be extended. The
appearance of the 2014 spring and summer fashion show was held in Paris Mus��e Raf Simons 2014 summer series with a total of
eight neutral style, and each is assigned a number of color combinations, the whole group of 21 of the unique design of a
morphological exaggeration, plus exclusive footage of assembling, covering almost half of the upper large Velcro, and Lego-style
shoe body design and interesting colors, so that the entire series is full of interesting comic aesthetics and sense of future
technology. 
As for the choice of shoes, take this back to the appearance of the Union for the addition to the already enabled over Respons,



Ozweego, also for the first time brought the adidas Stan Smith tennis shoes and training shoes Remix edition, interested The fans
may start in February next year in the world's major adidas Originals concept store, Raf stores, and some fashion shoe shop
available. 
;
; ; ; Not long ago, the Beijing First Intermediate People's Court sentenced the US Nike's "little black" advertising violated the
domestic first "mob" Zhu Zhiqiang copyright and compensation, the Nike company refused to accept an appeal. November 9 pm, the
Beijing Higher People's Court hearing of the case.

; ; ; screen name Zhu Zhiqiang small design cartoon "matchstick villain," enjoy a high reputation in the Internet. But by the end of 2003,
Nike's ad uses a head for the black sphere, no faces, cartoon characters body trunk, limbs and feet constituted by the black lines. Zhu
Zhiqiang think small black Nike ad violated his "matchstick villain," the copyright to the court to prosecute.

; ; ; November 9th hearing, the Nike court demonstrated their software making small black image process, saying Zhu Zhiqiang
matchstick villain does not have the originality. Then Zhu Zhiqiang also demonstrates the use of software to make the plaintiff alleged
villain in the process matchstick, matchstick villain saying his thoughts and intentions designed intellectual achievements. The case is
no court verdict.
Nike launched Nike Shield Pack 2012 autumn and winter protection type running equipment 2013-12-08 22:37:43
Nike launched Nike Shield Pack 2012 autumn and winter protection type running equipment to help you resist the upcoming rain, cold
weather and darkness. This quarter, the product will be water-resistant, windproof, breathable warmth innovation performance and
highly reflective organic collection, used in a variety of running shoes, jackets, vests, sweaters, pants and other equipment design. 

Nike Shield Pack series of running shoes rely on its water resistant, warm, breathable features both to help runners keep the feet
warm and dry in the rain or cold weather; at the same time, the use of highly reflective fabric guarantee runners in night or low-light
environments safe. This series includes Nike Air Pegasus + 29 Shield, Nike LunarGlide + 4 Shield, Nike Free Run + 3 Shield, Nike
Structure + 16 Shield, Nike LunarEclipse + 2 Shield and Nike LunarFly + 3 Shield Total 6 shoes, for running bring different stability
and comfort; at the same time, each shoe contains four color, so boys and girls interested in running have more choice in the winter.
Fashion luxury goods adidas Originals & times; Jeremy Scott pushes and perfume ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
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Chinese shoes network on January 13 hearing by adidas Originals and Jeremy Scott designed to join the United multiply shoes JS
Wings can be regarded as a classic today in which a pair of shoes style, adding wings on sneakers Gaotong design really make at
the time people feel amazing, and the subsequent launch of the follow-up version also continue to be supported by the stars, so that
continues to boom. 

brand put the recent renovation which JS Wings 2.0 models into perfume bottle design, launch new joint perfume, by the two once
were Jeremy Scott, Gucci and Herm & egrave; s design perfume perfumer Philippe Roques and Maurice Roucel responsible for the
design, bring a combination of the aroma of roses, Calabrian bergamot and white pepper flavors. Which limited production of 10,000
bottles of perfume. (Media Partner: Luoman Qi Shoes ; progenitor cloud Winnipeg shoes) 

Related news
[Chinese shoes Network - the world's first brand dynamics] customization tide shoes website IDX love set off on the line today,
Olympic Sports CEO Xu Zhihua given off as a love angel investors in an interview with reporters, said love set Founded i off fast
fashion business model is a customized new business value chain reengineering, he stressed that love is set off C2B model, that
customers create demand, enterprise according to production needs. 
He said that e-commerce has experienced C2C, now developed to B2C, and the mainstream of the future of e-commerce is C2B, by
the consumer to determine their own individual needs, more variety, low-volume, rapid response, platform collaboration. 
Hua Xu noted that traditional electricity provider B2C mode is reduced by the large-scale purchase and inventory costs, to provide
customers with limited choices, and C2B model emphasizes complete inventory, faster response to market changes. 
He said this year's experience will open shops in Shanghai and Beijing, so that consumers better and more real understanding of
love given off. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
After watching the NBA legend Charles Wade Barkley Barkley Posite Max's exclusive boots "Eggplant" color, today let's shoes will
be a preview of another new color in the recent launch of "Sixers". Design thoughts also from Foamposite One, this early debut
double to Sir Charles Philadelphia 76ers on behalf of the lay out of the new color, using a nubuck leather, breathable mesh material,
as well as highly textured space blue pearl Foamposite crafted, and into a frenzy of fire red with contrast details. As for the other shoe
decoration on the body, then with the "Eggplant" consistent, popular luminous outsole, jagged edge design, coupled with a sputtering
effect of air cushioning Max Air unit, the tongue and heel Charles Barkley's signature logo, showing beautiful people can not resist the
charm. 
It is reported that, NIKE will be launched on April 2 "Eggplant" and "Sixers" These two new color Barkley Posite Max price of HK $
1,699, fans interested please March 30 to 31 visit Nike Sportswear Store Pak Sha Road Causeway Bay register, if you have
questions about the details of the draw or other offering, remember inquiry directly to the shop friends. 
;



Nike has unveiled a new home kit for Manchester United's new season, and the most obvious one is that the company has turned into
a car company Chevrolet, the company's AON. On design, the last season of the black shirt this T-shirt and shorts to replace,
continue to use the white design. England in the current world cup performance is poor, missed the second stage of the game, so
many fans of the national team's prospects are not optimistic, but in any case, it is hoped that the shirt can bring a new vision for
Manchester united.
Since the Nike began to enter into the football field, they pitch injected with more vigor and color, and soccer equipment especially
shoes development from before a single black and white world evolved into today's colorful. Recently, Nike will be releasing a series
using the new color to create a football shoe money work, which includes Neymar, Wayne Rooney this agile type attack to the orange
Hypervenom and Zlatan Ibrahimovic and Franck Ribery such speed type player customization of laser yellow mercurial Superfly and
shoes. Nike hopes that the equipment will also show more energy for the players to bring the best performance.
< br / > ; steamer launched he received from the tubular sports shoes series, recently has been added to the a "strap" new version.
This shoe in appearance from Y-3 classic "warrior shoes" design, and a large area breathable mesh material composed of a shoe
body, supplemented by sideways cortical bandages and suede heel strap enhanced upper stability and finally equipped with thick
soles newly presented. The new Originals Tubular Strap Adidas Locker Foot and other designated retailers, the first wave of a total
of red and black two options, each price is $132 dollars. (Editor: YOYO)

Margiela Maison Belgium fashion brand Martin converse recently with a well-known brand of sports brand String First has launched a
joint cooperation projects launched 2014 spring and summer joint shoe models. Martin Margiela Maison has been used in its
deconstruction of the idea of fashion, to create a single product, this series of joint cooperation with the simple white leather, to
create a full white shoe models, respectively, with high help and low to help two, will be in its designated stores began offering, to this
interested friends do not miss yo! 
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